Police receive a
VERIFIED alarm
and can dispatch
immediately

Door Reed Sensors
and other Accessories
may be added
wirelessly
Alarm signal &
video recording
sent via Mobile
Phone network

Indoor / Outdoor
All Weather Alarm
Siren & Strobe

Videofied XL Panel
Stand-alone (Pictured)
OR Videofied XT connects
to standard alarm system

Outdoor Sensor / Camera is weatherproof & wireless - it
contains self-illuminated Infra-red camera for true night time
useability. Operates in temperatures -20C to 60C.

Indoor Sensor / Camera
Motion sensitive
Wireless
Portable

Alarm Notifications are sent
to a Central Monitoring
Station where an operator
sees the video of each alarm
and reacts intelligently. Priority
Police response is deployed
if alarm video is verifed.

Existing Alarm
System can intra-connected to
Videofied XT Panel

Videofied utilises Military-grade wireless technology to enable
secure two-way communication between the Panel and up to 24
other separate devices. This capability combined with up to 4
years of battery life and phone line free communications removes
the weaknesses by which lesser systems are compromised.

AND
The Videofied XL System has more capability than other security
systems - with none of the flaws. Welcome to the new way of
intelligently securing your peace of mind.

Video of alarm
events can be
on-sent directly
to your webenabled
mobile phone

(subject to availability)

NO Codes, NO Keys, NO worries. Videofied wireless IP65
proximity badge reader arms and disarms your Videofied
System using a single swipe of a tag.

Video Alarm Technologies
P 1300 464 455
W www.videofied.com.au

Videofied features:
Totally Wireless - no AC power
Up to 4 year battery life
Motion sensor activated IR
camera with night vision
Records 10 second video of
intrusion event
2-way voice can verify alarm
Uses GPRS network independent
of phone lines
Indoor / Outdoor use
Alarm video sent to Control Room
and forwarded to your mobile phone
No more false alarms
Verified intrusion enables prompt
Police response
May be integrated with existing
alarm system
Simple Fob arming / disarming
Up to 20 devices (sirens cameras,
sensors, keypads, contacts)
View actual video clips of intrusions at:
www.videofied.com.au

1. Intruder breaks in.
2. Alarm triggered.
3. Camera activated.
4. 10 sec. clip recorded.
5. Video sent to Security.
6. Police alerted.
7. Intruder arrested.

alarm
responsibility
response ability

does YOUR alarm do this?
Videofied systems can be either wired into your existing
alarm system, or be installed without wires or phone
lines - a completely portable alarm system.
With up to 4 years battery life, the Videofied system
works day or night, indoors and outdoors. With no AC
power required, you are secure even in a blackout.
Videofied records video only when the alarm is
activated, ensuring your privacy. Video is immediately
sent to the Control Centre where our operators can
listen and speak two-way to the intruder - or verify a
false alarm. Recorded video allows for immediate
Police despatch: no more false alarms.
The Videofied XL panel is armed and disarmed with a
unique Fob - no complex codes.
Video Alarm Technologies
P 1300 464 455
W www.videofied.com.au

Camera

MotionViewer

CAUGHT ON
CAMERA!
Video Alarm Technologies
P 1300 464 455
W www.videofied.com.au

